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From the President
John Flint

A call for assistance
The volunteers, new and seasoned have settled in
to the committee roles and the administration of the
club is running smoothly. There is one glaring gap
and that is we have not been able to fill the position
of Skills Enhancement Secretary. Rob Carter has
performed the job admirably last year and has
stayed on while we seek a replacement. With fair
warning he has stated he needs to finish up as he
has other commitments. The primary activity is to
organise the skills days for prospective members
and up and coming leaders. There have been a
good core group of leaders that have facilitated
in the workshops, so it is not like it is a one man
band. The role has been on the committee in the
past. If committee work is not your thing, an off
committee position can be considered. Rob has left
the position in good shape with a wealth of updated
skills enhancement training material for the next
person to hit the ground running.
Nepal.
Many club members have walked in Nepal on treks
and mountaineering expeditions. It was quite
devastating to find out about the magnitude 7.8
earthquake on April 25 that caused destruction in
large areas of the country and over 8000 deaths.
There were SBW members in the country at the time
and all are reportedly safe and well. Nicola Piper and
Tracey Avolio recently travelled in the Annapurna
region and many members may have attended the
social night talk on their trip. They checked with
their guide and thankfully found him uninjured
though his family housing has been damaged and it
is likely to be a long period of minimal income with

treks being cancelled. We discussed what we could
do, there has been a flurry of fundraising to help
with immediate aid. Nicola and Tracey felt that more
could be done in the medium term, they realise that
the economy will be hit by the reduction on tourism
as people cancel and defer their trips. With their
contacts with guides and Nicola’s travel to Nepal in
her work, they want to see how they can help by
finding out more on the ground level on when it
might be safe to return and the best areas to go.
By getting people back to Nepal when the current
chaos is over this will lead to income and money
needed to rebuild and secure their future. Watch
out for an upcoming presentation evening and get
in connect with Nicola and Tracey if you have ideas
or information to help out.
Membership renewals.
Members should now have their membership
renewal notices. You have read it once or read it
twice, but did you renew as yet? Don’t wait for the
second reminder!
Winter Program.
The winter program is out. It looks a well-stocked
program with a wide variety of walks. Well done and
thanks Tom Brennan and all the leaders.
SBW Magazine Project.
Richard mentions later in this magazine that just
one new magazine was completed last month. Has it
stalled? No way, the Prez has joined this month with
two magazines in progress and I note a few other
new names of recent times. Join up and “digitise” a
magazine or two, it was easier than I thought and
interesting to read through our past history.

New members
The committee approved the following new members at the April meeting:
Jose Correa
Scott Lee
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Bronwen O’Dwyer
Pernille Jellestad
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SBW Walk Stats – 2014 – Part 1
Tom Brennan

Each year the Sydney Bush Walkers Club facilitates
hundreds of activities, with things on every weekend
of the year and plenty of other days besides. Last
year we centralised the collection process for
submitting activities and walks reports, and went to
a deal of effort early this year to chase up as many
missing walks reports as possible. For the first time
in a while, we have some data about what the club
actually does.
Over a couple of articles, I’ll take a look at some of
the stats that come out of this data. If anyone is
interested in playing with the stats, I’m happy to
provide you the raw data.
In the stats, I talk about programmed walks, or
activities, and reported walks. By programmed
walks, I mean everything that has appeared in
either the quarterly program or the weekly short
notice activities. However, not every walk ends up
going ahead, whether it’s because of the weather,
illness or injury, lack of numbers or other reasons.
Also some walks may still go ahead, but as private
walks or as other club walks, due to insufficient
SBW member numbers.
For completeness, we do try to get a brief report
from the leader for every walk that went ahead. If a
walk didn’t go ahead we also try and find this out. In
this article, I’ve generally used reports received
as a proxy for whether the walk went ahead as
a club walk. This will certainly understate the real
figures.
Reason
Report received
Cancelled
Unknown
Special *
Private walk
Went but no report
Total

Reports
359
54
24
23
16
5
481

* Social events and similar activities for which a
report is unlikely or not expected

Breakdown by activity type
Unsurprisingly for a bushwalking club, bushwalking
is by far the most popular activity programmed.
Canyoning makes a strong appearance over summer
with a couple of canyons on most weekends.
Figures in brackets represent training events, which
include such things as navigation walks, prospective
members’ days in Centennial Park and introductory
abseil workshops.
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Activity
Bushwalking
Canyoning
Camping
Kayaking
Social
Coolana Maintenance
Abseiling
Cycling
Rogaine
Snowshoeing
Total

Total
389
33
15
10
8
8
7
5
5
1
481

Trainings
11

5
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Breakdown by duration
I’ve tried to categorise the length of walks into useful
groupings. Day walks are fairly self-explanatory.
Overnight walks are two-day walks. Base camp
walks typically involve driving to somewhere like
Coolana, Newnes or Glen Davis and doing day trips.
Long weekend walks are 3- or 4-day walks, and
extended walks are 5+ days.
Day walks outweigh weekend walks on the programs
by about 5 to 1, but once you include long weekend
and extended walks, it drops to about 3 to 1.
Day walks still make up 70% of the walks on the
program, and that rises to 75% when you look at
the number that went ahead. In the case of base
camp activities that primarily involve camping, we
get a lower % of reports in general.
However, consider that if you multiply out the
number of walks by their (minimum) number of
days, (Overnight/Base Camp = 2, Long Weekend
= 3, Extended = 5) then the total number of
programmed days for >1 day activities actually
exceeds the total days for day walks.
Anecdotally, a high proportion of members don’t
do any overnight walks (once they complete their
prospective overnight walk). We’ll dig into this a
little further when we analyse the actual walks and
members.
Duration
Day
Overnight
Base Camp
Long weekend
Extended

No. Programmed
(Reported)
339 (269)
68 (48)
33 (13)

% Programmed
(Reported)
70% (75%)
14% (13%)
7% (4%)

21 (17)

4% (5%)

20 (12)

4% (3%)
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Walks by day of the week
The next chart shows the day walks by day of the
week. While it’s not surprising that the weekend
walks dwarf the other days, it is interesting that
there’s a clear preference for putting Saturday
walks on the program, over Sunday. Saturday walks
are also a little more likely to proceed. I’ve again
used reports received (the red bars) as a proxy for
whether the walk went ahead as a club walk. All up
there were almost 50% more walks programmed on
Saturdays than Sundays, and over 60% more walks
that went ahead.

The Blue Mountains National Park is also our most
popular park, with around a third of our total
walks. Two of the other parks of the Greater Blue
Mountains, Wollemi and Kanangra-Boyd, take out
the next couple of spots, with Ku-ring-gai Chase
(Sydney North) and the Royal (Sydney South) filling
out the top 5.

Next time
We’ll look at the leaders, what they’re leading, and
who’s going on their walks.

Walks by location
While the spiritual home of SBW lies in the Blue
Mountains, it is interesting that this is borne out
by the stats, with over half of the total walks in
the Greater Blue Mountains, dwarfing all the other
regions.
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A leader (and author of this article) at work. This
particular overnight walk was a gourmet walk, a
canyoning trip and a photographic trip. (editor)
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Establishing the Great River Walk from Source to
Sea
Roger Treagus

In previous editions of the SBW magazine I have told the
story of the walk from the source of the Wollondilly to the
mouth of the Hawkesbury, 465 km long. This was done in a
long series of walks on the SBW program from 2000 to 2004
to show that a walking route from source to sea along the
river was both possible and practical and that the concept
of establishing a long distance track called the Great River
Walk was worth pursuing.
The project has now got to the stage where several short
sections have been opened. There is even a RMS road
sign pointing to one of the sections near Penrith. The
main areas where people are likely to want to walk will be
where the river is close to Sydney. To open a long section
in areas of potential high demand will provide momentum
for government to press ahead and have the will to support
developing the entire route with the status that the Great
North Walk enjoys today.
The section identified as having the best chance of an early
opening and with likely high demand is from Lower Portland
to Broken Bay. This is mainly because almost all of the route
is in National Park or on public land so would not get bogged
down in negotiating with landowners for a right of way. One
of the best stages in this section (Mt White to Bar Point) is
in the winter program at the end of August, originally walked
in 2004 and to my knowledge not repeated since. This is a
chance to walk it again.

One of the best ways to raise the profile of the Great
River Walk is to digitize it and upload to its own web site.
The Great River Walk Committee are looking into an
arrangement with Google streetview to have “trackview”
for some of the sections between Lower Portland and the
sea. To do this we need to have a team of volunteers who,
between them can manage the heavy Google camera on
a walk on a nominated stage. The camera weighs about
25kg and can fit into an especially designed backpack.
Members of the team can then take turns in carrying it so
no one person is burdened with it for too long. It is designed
to take continuous 360 degree pictures as we walk along
similar to the Google camera car. It would be a first for the
club (and Bushwalking NSW) to produce this. The project
has the support of all local government councils the walk
passes through, the University of Western Sydney, NPWS
and business groups.
It would be an exciting project and lead to eventually what
could be one of the classic walks around Sydney. We would
be looking at next Summer or Autumn for “digitizing” our first
stage. Please let me know if you are interested. If Google
agree I expect this special walk will be listed in an upcoming
activities program.
Roger Treagus rtreagus@optusnet.com.au

Social Program
Wed 20 May - Hot to Trot - Travels of an Aussie Babyboomer. Judith Rostron will be talking about
her recently published book. She will be speaking about her walking experiences in Central America,
Shetland, Eastern Europe and France. She has travelled behind the tourist waterfall and investigated
minority peoples in places like the Tibetan Plateau, Laos, Burma and remote parts of China.
Wed 24 Jun - Terry Krieg - Modern Day Explorer. See article by Roger Treagus on next page.
Wed 15 Jul - SBW Midwinter Feast. Fabulous SBW Midwinter Feast, drinks provided, bring a plate.
More details closer to the time.
Wed 19 Aug - Larapinta. Larapinta is the Aboriginal word for ‘flowing water in creek’ and ‘flat
country’. The Larapinta Trail could be loosely interpreted as ‘a long flowing track’. Come along and
join Robert Carter and friends in recounting their adventure as they traverse the West MacDonnell
Ranges from west to east over a 2 week period. They will share their trials and tribulations as well
as photographic memories throughout this extraordinary experience.
If you have any ideas for social events, contact Tracey Avolio and Jan Spencer: social@sbw.org.au
All meetings are held at the Kirribilli Neighbourhood Centre, Fitzroy St Kirribilli and start at 7.35 pm.
The KNC is within easy walking distance of Milson’s Point station.
Social Evenings are preceded by a pre meeting dinner at the Mad Italian, a cheap and cheerful Italian
restaurant just around the corner at 5A Broughton St, where club members congregate from 6.30pm on.
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Terry Krieg, Modern Explorer
Roger Treagus

Hear his story at the SBW’s June Social night
Terry Krieg belongs to a
select band of Australian
desert explorers. We all
know we live in a vast
country most of which
is desert. In the 19th
century almost all of our
desert explorers became
famous. Names like
Burke and Wills, Sturt,
Stuart, Giles, Eyre and
Leichhardt are all part
of our history. But in the
20th century much of
the desert interior was
still a big blank area on
a map so the exploring activity continued. However
the way Australian history was taught in schools gave
the impression that everything had been discovered
before 1900. Far from it. Perhaps because of that,
20th century explorers did not enjoy the fame of
their 19th century counterparts. Names like Beadle,
Bonython, Madigan and Price are unfamiliar to most
of us but they trod on ground never visited by white
man before and discovered new parts of our country
just like Sturt and Leichhardt did. One member of
that very special group is Terry Krieg. SBW is very
lucky in having him present his story to us at our
June social night at the new date of 24th June. It
will be a very special night, not to be missed.
Terry’s area of exploration has been the South
Australian desert. He teamed up with the legendary
Warren Bonython, Australia’s foremost 20th century
desert explorer in 1975 and shared with Warren
many expeditions over 25 years. Together they
created many firsts: first to walk the Willouran
Ranges, the NW offshoot of the Flinders extending
to near Lake Eyre, and first to circumnavigate on
foot Lake Eyre itself. They crossed the Gammon
ranges and explored many other desert areas in the
north of South Australia as well as walking in many
little visited areas of that State. A full account of
all of their expeditions together are in Terry’s two
books, “Walking on Eyre”, a detailed account of
the Lake Eyre circumnavigation, and “Walking with
Warren” the story of all the other expeditions and
desert walks they did together.

teacher led him to meet Warren Bonython in the
1970s where Warren was invited to a conference
organized by Terry to recount his epic first north to
south crossing on foot of the Simpson desert with
Charles McCubbin in 1973. Out of that meeting came
their great walking and exploration relationship.
Perhaps their greatest achievement was the 30
day, 550km unsupported walk around Lake Eyre.
Due to its extreme inaccessibility much of that
country has never been trodden on by Europeans.
Even aboriginal visitation has been rare due to the
inhospitable nature of the land. But they saw it and
documented it in much the same way as the great
Victorian explorers did before them.
Warren passed away in 2012 but Terry is still active
and leads groups into his beloved Flinders Ranges to
show them and explain the geography and geology
of those ranges. I made contact with Terry many
years ago when I was trying to organize a west
to east crossing of Lake Eyre. I never did it as the
lake inconveniently filled with water on 3 successive
occasions. I knew that Terry was to visit Sydney this
June so I could see an opportunity for the club to
invite his to a social night where he might present
the story of his desert trips. He very kindly extended
his visit to Sydney so he could come to the club and
do his presentation. Although his first book “Walking
on Eyre” is out of print, his second book, “Walking
with Warren” was only published in 2013 so he may
have copies on the night.
It will be a great night for SBW members and is on
Wednesday June 24th. I really hope we get a good
attendance for what will be a special night.

Terry is a geologist and former geography teacher
at Port Lincoln in South Australia. His role as
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The SBW Magazine Project - Update
Richard Pattison

Just one magazine was completed in April: 11% (88
of 763) of the clubs historic library is now digitised.
The SBW magazine has been published for 84 years
and there have been 45 Editorship terms, held by
38 unique members.
We learnt last month of the historical trend in
magazine size – it seems that social dynamics are
the key influential factor on page count, though
the Editor does have the ability to affect the
short-term trend, for instance in 1957 Dot Butler
achieved the highest page count of the typewriterage by encouraging enough articles to increase
the magazine size by 20%. Let’s review all of the
individual editorship averages:

6

Highest Average – Renee Gruber is the hardest
working Editor in history, and also the softest! An
excellent page count, but only 4 editions due to
burn-out! Renee retired to Perth to recuperate from
all that typing and occasionally reminisces of her
former short-lived glory.
Email – All four editors during the age of email are
in the top 5 performers, suggesting that the email
delivery more than the Editors themselves has
driven the high page count.
Most Magazines – Bill Holland served the longest
term of any Editor, holding the position for 5 years
and in that time edited 60 issues for a total page
count of 1,082 pages.
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Computer Editing – Two Editors served during both
the typewriter and computer age. George Mawson
was Editor for four years during which time the
magazine production moved from typewriter to
computer in April 1994. However, George’s page
count actually dropped from 15 to 14 with the
change. Patrick James was the second Editor to
use both devices, serving two years twice, a whole
decade apart (87-89 and 97-99). Patrick’s page
count was identical for both typewriter and computer
at 16 pages.
Lowest Average – Poor Ray Kirkby and Ron E
Knightly are at the bottom of the list because they
were Editors during the final years of the Second
World War and there was a shortage of paper.
However, the 3rd lowest average of 14 pages was
Maureen Carter in 2008 with no excuse, Maureen

had the advantage of a computer and articles were
sent in by email, only, I guess not many articles
were submitted.
SBW’s first Editor – Unfortunately Majorie Hill
doesn’t have an average page count because none
of her magazines are known to exist anymore.
In my opinion Neville Page is the best “pound for
pound” Editor in SBW history (based on quantity
not necessarily quality). Neville held the position
3 times (1967, 1970 & 1976) and consistently
delivered +20% more pages than his immediate
predecessors/successors. As we learnt last month,
the SBW magazine size was in a long-term decline
from the late 1950’s yet Neville achieved an average
of 22 pages per edition, versus his peers averaging
18 pages.

Did you know...
... That if you buy a PDF map on line from the
department of Lands you will get a map updated
in 2011 whereas the paper version might be more
recent? Here is the explanation from the department
of Lands: “Data extraction date is 30/03/2011 for

pdf’s available to purchase online. 2014 editions are
not ready for release online due to some technical
issues.” To there credit, they send you an updated
version of the map if you ask for it.

Willis’s Walkabouts

Madagascar
Four weeks: September 2015
No one else offers a tour like this. Transport will be
primarily by chartered minivan, but will also include
pirogue canoes, and of course, your own feet while
carrying a day or overnight pack.
We can't even begin to describe everything you will
do and see in a short ad like this, suffice to say that
the clients on our first Madagascar trip in 2014 all
loved it. The things we learned on that trip should
make this one even better.
The best way to get an idea of what it is like is to read
the trip notes.
www.bushwalkingholidays.com.au/pdf/madagascar.pdf

PS. We also offer trips to South Africa.

www.bushwalkingholidays.com.au
rrwillis@internode.on.net
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The Gardens of Stone: In Focus Photographic
Competition
Yuri Bolotin

much of this spectacular region is under threat from
coal mining. Exceptional images and creative writing
can break the silence and help stop the damage.
The Gardens of Stone: In Focus Photographic
Competition will give photographers a rare experience
of capturing some of the best of this region through
a camera lens. Whether you are a professional, nonprofessional, or junior photographer, all participants
will discover a wonderland and have a chance to
exhibit photographs in an exhibition at a prestigious
venue in Sydney.

Good photographs, like all great works of art, reveal
things we did not know or notice before. Powerful
images can influence public opinion; they have
captured turning points of history.
The Gardens of Stone Alliance of conservation
groups will use photography to present a place
worth keeping. A place where nature has created
gothic villages in stone, a landscape covered in the
rarest plants, a land under siege.

The Gardens of Stone is a wild region, hard to
penetrate without bushwalking skills. So, during
the competition, experienced volunteer guides will
take the participating photographers on journeys to
iconic locations through this unique terrain.
The competition starts on 3 June 2015. The
weekend day walks for registered competitors
will be conducted 20-21 June, 27-28 June, 4-5
July, and 11-12 July 2015. The competition
entries due date is 28 July 2015.
To find out more, and register for the competition or
“Visit the Gardens” guided photography walks, visit
www.colongwilderness.org.au

The Gardens of Stone is a region only two hours’
drive west from Sydney, yet almost unknown.
This is the land of pagodas – tall towers of stone
crowned with delicate rock sculptures. These
formations are unique in the world. The region
contains deep canyons and gorges, vast caves,
luxuriant rainforests, glades of giant gum trees
soaring into the sky and gently sloping dells of
delicate wildflowers. Many rare species of plants
and animals inhabit these landscapes.
This winter groups of adventurous photographers
will capture its stories.
If the Gardens of Stone were better known, it would
surely be protected for its beauty. Unbelievably,

Walk updates
Don’t forget to check the Short Notice Activities bulletin for any amendments to the quaterly
program such as changes in walk dates.
Many walks that go into the walks program are planned weeks or months ahead and unforeseen
circumstances can arise in the meantime affecting walk details and dates.
8
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The Glow Worm Tunnel Loop
7 Mar: Nigel Weaver

This is a short walk
of only about ten or
eleven kilometres on
the far side of the Blue
Mountains. It is on the
Newnes plateau north
of Lithgow and Bell. It’s
a long drive of about
three hours to get there
from Sydney, but the
attractions include a
walk right through the
Glow Worm Tunnel,
which is about three
hundred metres long,
and is pitch black in the
middle. You also walk along the track bed of the
old abandoned railway line that used to run through
the tunnel. After the tunnel, the track bed continues
onwards, halfway up the side of a long mountain as
it makes its way towards the ghost town of Newnes.
The rails have long been removed, and as you walk
along the old track bed you get really great views
down into the Wolgan Valley, which is where Newnes

itself is located.
The glow worms in
the tunnel look like
thousands of small stars
which run down one wall
of the tunnel from the
roof to the bottom. It’s
a rare experience to see
them in such numbers,
and a lot of fun just to
go there. The base of
the tunnel is rocky, wet,
and uneven, so you need
to have a good torch,
and to watch your step
carefully.
There were thirteen of us on this walk. We started
at the car park, walked a couple of kilometres to the
tunnel, and then followed the abandoned railway
line until its junction with the Old Coach Road that
also used to go to Newnes. We then looped back to
the carpark by following the Old Coach Road, and a
foot track called the Pagoda Track back to the cars
to round off a very pleasant day.

Photos: Tunnel entrance (Rachele Rugiero). Wolgan
valley and Donkey Mountain (Rachele Rugiero).
Exiting the tunnel (Patricia Huang). Stopping on
the old rail line (Margaret Weaver). Into the tunnel
(Rachele Rugiero).
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Walks and Activities Report
Emmanuelle Convert
Leaders: After the activity, reports can be submitted via the online form (preferred), or to walksreporting@
sbw.org.au. Even if your walk is cancelled, please send a brief email advising the same. Keep the signature
sheet as this is a legal document. If you want your report to be published as an article email the report and
any photos (jpeg or tiff format) to editor@sbw. org.au.
It would be nice to have photos in this section: send one or two photos to the editor for inclusion.
28 Dec 2014

Colo River, pass 6 to Boorai Ridge

Tim Hager

Wollemi NP

A perfect day for this walk. Not too hot on the climb out, but still warm enough Paul Barton
to swim through the long pools. Darryl and Marc had not been to the Colo before, Stephen Brading
and were impressed that a wild river like this is right on Sydney's doorstep.
Marc Allas
Darryl Sullings
7 - 8 Feb 2015

Yarrunga Creek

Morton NP

Culoul Range - Hollow Rock - Pass 6 - Colo River - Boorai Ridge - Culoul Range

Shahram Landarani

Asiyeh Ansari
Glenn Draper
Melinda Turner
http://adventures.garmin.com/en-US/by/shahram/sbw-walk-morton-npAlice Yang
yarrunga-creek/#pois/yarrunga-turn-up
Jodie Dixon
Jeff Boyd
Sun Clement
Below is part GPS log of the track.

10
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19 - 23 Feb 2015

Bush Care and maintenance

Coolana

The 12 tonne of gravel for road repairs arrived on Thursday 19th. A trench was
dug below the shelter shed, porous drainage material was inserted and the trench
back filled, then a water diversion hump was built in front of the trench using the
road base gravel. The road below the shelter shed was repaired and re surfaced
with gravel. Half loads in the trailer were pulled successfully by the Forester in lieu
of a proper 4X4 which was not available. The access road to the car park has been
cleared of overhanging branches.

Don Finch
Ros Kerrigan
Phil Butt
Barry Wallace
Glenn Draper
Chris Miller
Spiro
Phil Hayes

The creek water taps; at the shed, on the Davison flat and on the camping flat Visitor
are flowing, the water tanks are full. The toilet was swept out and cleaned up, the
Paul Kerrigan
basin tap works, I forgot to swap the towels for clean towels!
Mae Miller
The Davison track, Shed link track and the Rigby Bypass tracks were cleared of
logs and scrub and the tracks blown clear of litter, they are now very easy to follow.
The Dot Butler Lookout track was cleared of many fallen trees and in some places
the track was diverted around fallen trees. The Scenic circuit track was cleared of
logs and scrub and re marked with tapes but the leaf litter was not blown off the
track. The Western Distributor track along the river was cleared and marked.
Tracks were mown on the camping flat and the eastern flat. It is only three weeks
since all of the camping flat was mown but the swamp dock has sprung up and
is now 350 mm high with seeds set along the stalk. If possible the flat should be
mowed with the catcher on. The mower should be left at the highest setting. The
catcher should be emptied into the weed pit or onto a fire site. Remember you
are mowing weeds not grass, thick long grass is our best defence against weeds.
The new tarp is now in the CF tool shed, it has been stenciled with SBW on it and
the corner eyelets are engraved with my DL number. The winding drum with blue
and yellow 6mm rope is in the CFTS along with many other shorter lengths of
rope.
A dead wattle threatening the track at the start of the Eastern flat was put on the
ground with the aid of ropes a chain block and a short handle winch. This tree was
cut up and a start made to stack the cut pieces. A start was made to cut out some
lantana on the EF slope using the new gauntlet gloves and anvil shears, more of
that job next time.
A fire permit was obtained from Kangaroo Valley Rural Fire Service and several
small log pile were burnt over the weekend. Most of the leaf litter from behind the
shelter shed was removed. Flammable items inside the shed were moved away
from the walls.
22 Mar 2015

Stanwell Park to Austinmer

Illawarra coast

Participants were provided with extensive walks notes which included graphics.
There were compliments about these. The walk went to schedule to match train
times, participants were provided with a variety of interest points along the way
and some stories. The views were good but as it was a cloudy day the views were
not as good as they are in sunshine.

Kevin Songberg
Misako Sugiyama
Calogero Panvino
Sarah Gough
Melanie Freer
Alice Yang
Jim Close

It had rained in the days before and hence it was still damp resulting in many
leeches which are not normally a problem in dry conditions. There were no ticks P Members
reported. Everyone finished and caught the scheduled train home.
Pernille Jellestad
Kelly O'Reilly
Alexa Bullen
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2 Apr 2015

Flat Rock Gully & Northbridge

Genevieve Savill &
Angela Beveridge

Willoughby

Just three of us braved the weather this week as many of the 'regulars' were
preparing for their Easter breaks. Tonight was the first rain we've encountered Melinda Long
since starting the Thursday night walks but it didn't dampen our spirits. As planned Susan Healey
it was a much shorter walk, taking under 2 hours to explore the area around Flat
Rock Gully and Northbridge.
3 - 5 Apr 2015 Nayook Creek via the Wollangambe

Wollemi NP

The original start location of Bowen Mountain was changed to Drip Rock Fire Trail
following access changes. Mountain bikes used on the fire trail successfully. First
nights camp made on the Colo below pass 24 due to concerns about forecast 50
to 100mm of rain due on day two, In fact the rain started on Friday night around
9.30pm. On Saturday we crossed the Colo without swimming and went 400m
up the Wollangambe before proceeding up the unnamed creek that runs north
west towards Mt Mistake. Water levels rose significantly around lunch time and
a decision was made to abandon the walk. Getting back across the Colo required
swimming. Exited back to the cars on day three via pass 29a
3 Apr 2015

Wild Dogs

Tim Hager and
Neil Hickson
Paul Barton
Angela Barton
Lucy Keatinge
Visitor
Ian Hickson

Tim Sutherland

Blue Mountains NP

A fit and good humoured group. White-out at Knights Deck. Spirits not damped Chris Dowling
by some dour easter weather.
Angela Beveridge
Margaret Rozea
Cathy Hui
P Members
Peter Beveridge
Visitor
Leigh Matheson

Can’t think of a walk to lead?
There are well over 1,000 overnight and extended trips outlined in the Historical Walks Database,
found by logging in to the Members Area on our website and following the link to Historical
Walks Record
www.sbw.org.au
Here you will find a list of all the overnight or extended walks run by the club from its inception
to the present day. Look at the region you are interested in and see what walks have been done
there in the past!
Use this wonderful resource to help plan your next walk!
12
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3 Apr 2015

Ettalong to Patonga

Brisbane Waters NP

This was billed as a decadent “holiday” walk where you wouldn’t expect to be
burning off many calories if any, as the culture of this walk was to relax and enjoy.
To get in the spirit of the walk and the local charms I suggested as a prerequisite
everyone should view the absolute classic 1934 travelogue film “Woy Woy, the
Venice of Australia at: http://youtu.be/ci3_j_1iQpY. The 1934 scene of Patonga is
almost identical with today’s view of Patonga which makes the place such a retro
gem (except for the beer).

Roger Treagus
Carol Beale
Ian Evans
Raf Byron
Jan McLean
James Cryer
Anita McMahon
Roger Treagus

The day was dull and drizzly but undeterred we solidered on by getting onto the P Members
9am ferry to From Palm Beach (our meeting place) to Ettalong wharf. This was
Alexa Bullen
a great way to start a walk as the ferry crossed Broken Bay past Lion Island and
into the very narrow entrance of Brisbane Waters. We arrived at Ettalong Wharf Visitor
at 9:30am.
Tony Smithers
We then walked along the beach towards Umina Beach taking in Gosford Council’s
monument to bad planning, the Mantra Hotel and RSL theme park which is a
building definitely in keeping with its surroundings if we were in Las Vegas. It was
a long beach but there were continuous views to the south looking right down
Pittwater in the misty rain with Lion Island and Barrenjoey in view as well. We also
saw no less that 3 separate National Parks, Bouddi, Brisbane Waters and Ku-ringgai Chase.
Eventually we reached the south headland of Umina Beach and walked along an
old abandoned road around Umina Point. This track was pretty easy but Gosford
Council warned in a big sign that it could cause death which seems like their
insurance underwriters wrote the sign for them. We then arrived at the fabulous
and overpriced Pearl Beach but with affordable ice creams. We found a nice park
bench and had an early lunch.
After lunch we moved up Crystal Ave and found the fire trail that branched south
and headed steadily uphill, our first (and only) real hill; certainly a decadent walk.
Eventually we reach the dizzy heights of about 130m above the sea where we
intersect the Great North Walk and headed towards Warrah Lookout, a terrific
place to reach and ponder the magnificent view and the absolute miracle that such
a great inlet to the sea that Broken Bay represents was never developed especially
considering we are in one of the most densely populated parts of the country.
After this we walked close to the cliff with more views opening up until suddenly
we came to the headland at the eastern end of Brisk Bay and the start of Patonga.
We dropped steeply back down to sea level and arrive at
the pub This pub used to exude a south seas “Joseph Conrad” feel about it; the
sort of feel of pubs I have seen in old British outposts from the past in the tropics
where expats congregated for a gin and tonic after a hard day
at the colonial office. Not now as the new owners have “modernised it”.
After a brief walk around the Patonga metropolis our 3pm ferry arrived to take us
back to Palm Beach and the 21st century again: A short but very pleasant stroll
along a lovely section of our coastline.

Have you seen the latest Colong
Foundation Bulletin?
If not, you can download it from the
Colong Foundation website at:
www.colongwilderness.org.au
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3 - 6 Apr 2015

Wild Dogs

Caro Ryan

Blue Mountains NP

Everything started as planned at Dunphys campground (Carlons) followed by a
trip down Carlons Creek in which I broke my record of leeches attached in 1 hr.
36 leeches were pulled off at the base of Blackhorse ridge just from my legs
alone. There were 6 of us, so you do the maths. The drizzle that was there kept
us damp inside and outside our raincoats and we bumped into a CMW group at
the 5 ways intersection with the 'Super Highway'. After finding respite from the
relentless rain in the Mobbs Swamp cave for lunch, I decided to play the Leaders
Card and declare that we were headed to Splendour Rock cave instead. Given the
expected forecast, crossing the Coxs River to continue as planned up to the High
Gangerangs may have put us at risk of not being able to cross back. Checking the
Kelpie Point rain guage on Sunday afternoon confirmed that it was borderline safe.

Sheila Zaman
Michelle Power
Josette Squires
Ed Squires
Owen Kimberley

So off to Splendour Rock cave we went and there we stayed for 2 luxurious nights,
watching and listening to the rain and mist dance around us, whilst we stayed
warm and cosy. I had a migraine on Friday night so stayed behind with 2 others
who read and relaxed on Saturday when the other 3 of the party went down Yellow
Pup to stretch their legs and see the Coxs.
Sunday dawned to the sound of the howling wild dogs and some patches of blue
sky. We climbed up on Splendour for the first patches of sun in 3 days. Ahh.
Then we continued along the famous Wombat Parade all the way to Mt Mouin
where we had lunch with a great view over Lake Burragorang, before a fast paced
return on the firetrail to get to the pub in time for hot chips and cold beer. Ahhh...
not the end we planned for the weekend - but a great and relaxing weekend none
the less.
4 Apr 2015

Coast Track (Otford to Bundeena)

Robert Carter

Royal NP

Not the nicest day weatherwise for a scenic coastal walk however it beats sitting Susan Healey
Janina Szyndler
around home wondering !
Stuart Corner
A short notice walk, a small group with a few late drop outs who didn’t want to get Tony Manes
wet however a good day had by all despite the wet and windy conditions. There
was just enough rain throughout the day to be annoying however not enough to P Members
be uncomfortable however the bloodsuckers were out in numbers and certainly
Peter Marshal
filled the gap.
A good level of enthusiasm throughout the day and it was great to finally walk
with Tony Manes who shared his wealth of local knowledge throughout the day
with a great lunch spot under an overhang along Curra Brook, a short cut during
the ascent of Marley Headland, the Aboriginal engraving site on Marley Headland
and some fantastic wind eroded overhangs. Although one may consider they have
a lot of experience and knowledge around an area there is always someone who
has just that bit more they are willing to share.
The onshore winds not only whipped up the pounding sea it also transformed the
waterfalls into vertical streams of water being pushed back over the cliffs.
There were many tourists at Wedding Cake Rock taking unnecessary risks in the
less that safe conditions to have photos taken sitting with legs dangling over the
cliff-line or standing way too close.
Devastatingly Bundeena RSL is still closed due to the recent fire however some of
the group retired to a local coffee shop whilst a few had ‘takeaways’ by the ferry
wharf.
Congratulations to Peter Marshall on completing a qualifying walk.

14
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4 - 5 Apr 2015

Mt Kaputar trip

Mt Kaputar

We rarely visit this area because of the distances involved. However the long drive
was certainly worth the effort… the Nandewar Range is spectacular! In order to see
as much or the range as possible we did a number of short walks to Corrunbral,
Borawah (The Governor, highest mountain on the range), the volcanic Yulludunida
Crater and a few other look outs, as well as an overnight trip to the historic Scutts
Hut and Kurrawonga Falls. P.S. The slugs … the giant pink slugs of Mt Kaputar are
truly giant, truly pink and truly unique!

Melinda Turner
Andrew Vilder
Glenn Draper
Tony Holgate
Amanda Nelson
Phillip Worledge
Paul McCann
John Kennett
Lin Kennett
Jim Close
Joanne Armstrong
Calogero Panvino
Elicia O’Reilly
Visitor
Chris Smith

6 Apr 2015

Heathcote - Uloola Falls - Heathcote

Royal NP

The scenic highlights of this walk are Kangaroo Creek at the Head of Navigation, a
large rocky outcrop on Uloola Ridge with extensive views, Uloola Falls, and Karloo
Pool. The scrub along Uloola Ridge has grown thickened up substantially in recent
years, reducing the opportunity for views. We had sunny conditions for much of
the walk, but around mid afternoon we had about 45 minutes of rain, including a
thunderstorm. Overall it was a very pleasant outing, and a lot of fun.

Nigel Weaver
Margaret Weaver
Rob McIlwaine
Misako Sugiyama
Margaret Carey
Neena Wang
Lyn Terrey
Helen Lalas
P Members
Lynette Gill
Louise Kiddell
Jurgen Wolf
Jac Wolf
Roslyn Millar
Alexa Bullen

9 Apr 2015

Lane Cove River Circuit

Lane Cove NP

A good turnout tonight with participants eager to walk off the damage of too many
Easter eggs. With daylight savings now finished the entire walk was completed in
the dark although we still managed to maintain a good pace throughout the walk
completing the circuit in approx 2 hours 20 minutes.

Genevieve Savill
Angela Beveridge
Philip Worledge
Jim Close
Melinda Long
Susan Healey
P Members
Peter Beveridge
Alexa Bullen
Kelly O'Reilly
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11 Apr 2015

Govetts Creek/Hilary Falls

Blue Mountains NP

Tim Sutherland

Another morning starting with a total white out/mizzle, but then clearing to a Chris Dowling
pleasant day with no dramas. Water beginning to get chilly when swimming
Stephen Dolphin
P Members
Mark Stratton
Diana Porta
Jaimey Foti
Jac Wolf
Juergen Wolf
Jean Huang
Visitor
11 Apr 2015

Wentworth Falls

Blue Mountains NP

Angela Barton

A large group of happy walkers and a fantastic day for walking. We all made it up Einion Thomas
the Goat Track - some with smiles and some with gritted teeth. We arrived back Bill Raffle
at the cars early enough to beat the traffic back to Sydney.
Min Pang
Kin Lee
John Kennett
Carley Finn
Jim Collier
Tim Yewdell
Virginia Waller
P Members
Alexa Bullen
Peter Marshall
Jose Correa
George Cagle
Mike Barton
Bronwen O’Dwyer

SBW members are eligible for Free Paddy Pallin Club membership.
Take along the Paddy Pallin ad in this newsletter and they will honor this offer!
16
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11 - 12 Apr 2015

Day Leader Workshop

Coolana

It had been 2 years since the last Day Leader Workshop and this year we had six
future walk leaders (actually some are already leading walks) who undertook this
2 day program held at the magnificent Coolana property. There was a fantastic
level of interest from our very experienced leaders who provided facilitation roles
throughout the weekend including the role of coach and ‘victim’ as well as openly
sharing their leadership insights and experiences.

Robert Carter
Facilitators:
Lisa Sheldon
Jim Close
Glenn Draper
Isabelle Moss
Terry Moss
Future Leaders:
Genevieve Savill
John Currie
Di Bradbury
Rosetta Lee
Mandy Creighton

The weather was once again not kind with rain on each day which brought the
blood suckers out in droves – Genevieve certainly holds the record for attracting
these good for nothing creatures. Due to the conditions and the need to follow
a normally dry-ish creek bed the course was modified which took us further
west than normal and into an area with amazing slot canyons that ran for many
hundreds of metres and at times were over 10m deep. The walls of these slots
were adorned with some of the largest clumps of orchids that any of us had ever
seen – stay tuned for a likely spring exploratory walk to revisit this incredible area P Members
and hopefully the spectacle of flowering orchids.
Future Leaders:

The program itself was designed to provide future walk leaders with intensive
Pernille Jellestad
hands on navigation using map and compass (no GPS allowed !) with a number
of ‘obstacles’ and ‘scenarios’ thrown in to provide the opportunity to practice a
range of leadership skills and decision making that may be required when leading
walks. Our leaders certainly embraced the situations as presented and all had a
bit of fun along the way as well. The facilitator group was most impressed with the
navigation skills where the team hit each checkpoint spot on during each leg of
the course as well as developing into a very collaborative team who were assigned
specific roles however worked together to collectively achieve the goal.
….and, of course, there was a very boisterous happy hour at the end of a long and
challenging first day.
Congratulations to Genevieve, Dianne, Mandy, Rosetta, John and Pernille who all
rose to the challenge – especially Pernille who also used this workshop as her final
qualifying event for full membership. Well done guys !
A sincere vote of thanks to the facilitator group who gave up an evening for
planning and their weekend to assist in developing our future walk leaders.
Each in their own way brought a range of different skills, insights and a wealth
of experience to the weekend that was unselfishly imparted to all present. To
Isabelle, Lisa, Glenn, Terry and Jim – thank you very much for your support and
contribution. Also Richard Darke who mentored the facilitator team through our
planning evening. As I commented on a few occasions over the weekend – without
leaders we do not have walks and without walks we do not have a club – and it
is with your passionate contribution and support that we are able to develop our
latest group of impressive new leaders from who our members will gain benefit.
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12 Apr 2015

Barren Grounds Circuit

Nigel Weaver

B G Nature Reserve

Barren Grounds is a high plateau about 15 km inland from Kiama. There are
magnificent views down to the coast from several vantage points. Not this time,
however! We had thick mists on our walk, and plenty of rain which was sometimes
heavy. Cooks Nose was a whiteout, but at least we had some filtered views through
the mist from Illawarra Lookout. It was nice to warm up after the walk with coffees
and hot chocolates down in nearby Jamberoo village.

Margaret Weaver
Alexandra Lazar
John Robb
Nigel Wingate
P Members
Louise Kiddell
Rachel Mahoney

12 Apr 2015

Shoalhaven River

Paul Barton

Morton NP

Due to high river levels the route was changed to Long Point - Shoalhaven - Alice Yang
Bungonia Creek - Red Track - Mt Ayre - Shoalhaven - Long Point
Neil Soutar
A learning experience for the leader. The Shoalhaven River height was checked
Thursday and noted as 0.58m at Fossickers Flat which is very low and makes river
crossings easy. Not much rain appeared to fall from Thursday to Sunday. However,
after rain way upstream the river rose to 1.4m at Fossickers Flat in about 30
minutes on Saturday. Crossing becomes more problematical at that height. I
tested a crossing point above a rapid but when the fast flowing water got to my
waist height it became too dangerous for everyone to cross. As the party were
understandably unprepared to swim across in still water we rerouted the walk. I
learnt that it is a good idea to also check the river height at the upstream Hillview
station. After the walk I checked the river heights and noted it took 2 days for the
water to travel from Hillview to Fossickers Flat. The water peaked at Hillview at 2m
while at Fossickers Flat it was 1.4m. So it seems that when Fossickers Flat reaches
about 1.1m (or Hillview 1.7m) it becomes harder for people to wade across the
Shoalhaven in the Badgerys - Long Point section of the river. Any higher than that
and you should waterproof your pack and be prepared to find a calm spot and
swim across. Thanks to Neil and Alice for a great day and their understanding and
good humour in the circumstances.
14 Apr 2015

Kiama Coast Track

Kiama

John Kennett

Beautiful day, lovely beaches, sea views, green rolling hills. Caught the train from Sandra See
Kiama to Gerringong and walked the second half in reverse to ensure that we Tim Yewdall
crossed Werri Lagoon at low tide. Moonlight walk on the track planned for early Christine McColl
May will be interesting!
Visitor
Eight from Bush Club
16 Apr 2015

Lane Cove Valley

Lane Cove NP

Genevieve Savill &
Angela Beveridge

Just the girls out tonight. It was perfect weather for walking, albeit a little damp
underfoot from the downpour earlier in the evening. Ang planned a great route Susan Healey
which took in some of the tracks (hills) discovered on the Metrogaine in Feb.
Melinda Long
P Members

Kelly O'Reilly
Permille Jellestad
Alexa Bullen
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18 Apr 2015

Beyond Dharug

Dharug NP

Nice day. Lots of things to discover on this walk into the country of the Dharug
people. Found some of the archeological sites that Robert had uncovered at the
State Library, but some eluded us. Distant views of Mount Yengo. Off track section
did not quite follow plan as thick scrub in Sugee Bay creek forced us prematurely
up the hill to Flat Rock ridge. Returned to the cars a little after 5pm. Everyone
agreed we have to go again and explore more.

Robert Carter
John Kennett
Susan Healy
Jim Close
Julio Rodrigues
Petros Nikoloudis
Genevieve Savill
Angela Beveridge
Paul Barton
Sarah Gough
P Members
Lynette Gill
Alexa Bullen

18 - 19 Apr 2015

Wollangambe Crater

Blue Mountains NP

Isabelle Moss

The introduction to an overnight bush walk for Prospective Members was wellreceived. Before we made a start, we went through some of the essential
bushwalking practices and weighed packs to provide a comparison of weight for
an overnight walk - this ranged from 20 kilos to 10.5 kilos (with water). We walked
along fire trails, walking tracks and a negotiable route as the track had been lost
due to the October 2013 bushfire. We stopped at the Wollangambe River to set up
camp at about 1pm and had a leisurely lunch. After which, we went off on a mini
exploratory to the Crater (Peter and Stephen stayed back to 'chill') and then off
track to find the upstream Cave Camp. We did two creek crossings to get there
and were impressed by the relatively large cave camp. We headed back to our
campsite by crossing the river (again) and spotted our location as a camp fire had
been started by Stephen and Peter. The weather held out while we had Happy
Hour, ate our meals and chatted until 8pm: a drizzle then rain meant we scattered
into our tents for the night. Next day we awoke to glorious weather as we all
slept in until about 7am (unlike the standard 6:00 am wake up call), and had a
lazy start to the day. After all had packed up ready to go, we headed off at about
9:30am at a decent pace, had a few stops along the way and made it back to the
cars at 1pm. We finished off with a lovely lunch at Tutti Frutti, just past Bilpin.
The experience was useful for Prospective Members to get tips from experienced
members, get a sense of carrying an overnight pack, what gear to take/not take,
setting up camp, eating under the stars and then walking back with less weight
but being more tired... All without the more demanding physical requirements of
a 'Q' walk.

Terry Moss
Stephen Dolphin
Peter Love
Caro Ryan

18 - 19 Apr 2015

Owen Kimberley

Wild Dogs - Merrigal Creek

Blue Mountains NP

P Members
Frank Alvaro
Yvonne Chan
Cerine Kahajaroen
Dave Sann

Another enjoyable walk. Non-stop banter about sea-kayaking (and a bit of golf to Tim Sutherland
keep Tim happy!). Forecast was for a wet weekend but was limited to a downpour Bill Raffle
soon after bedtime (woohoo!!).
Ken Collins
Jouni Leppanen
18 Apr 2015

Fordham Canyon

Caoura

Neil Soutar

The original plan was to do Long Gully on the Saturday then Fordham on the Sunday Rod Wales
from a camp on the Shoalhaven. For a number of reasons,this was changed to Alan Osland
Fordham canyon only, We left the cars at 8am and got back at 6pm - luckily just Sue Bucknell
before a torrential downpour. We would have been back earlier if it hadn't been for
a bit of doubt on the 5th abseil as to whether our ropes were long enough or not.
With a bit of rope stretch they were - but that abseil must now be 60m plus. New
pitons on a couple of the abseils would have been reassuring.
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19 Apr 2015

Wondabyne to Pindar Brook

Nigel Weaver

B Waters NP

We had a fine and mild day for this walk. We made our way along Pindar Ridge
and enjoyed the lovely view of Hawkesbury River from Pindar Lookout. Further
on, Pindar Cave was impressive as usual. There would have been about 25 people
camping in it on the previous night, as we met them along the track to it, but
pleasingly they left the cave spotless. We then had lunch at a pretty spot on the
rock shelves beside babbling Pindar Brook at the top of a waterfall. We then did
the return journey to Wondabyne where we caught the train back to Sydney to
finish off a really enjoyable day.

Kate Griffiths
Brian Tomney
Margaret Carey
Jenny Stephens
Pam Campbell
Kin Lee
Penny Pang
P Members
Brenda McLennan
Sean Ye
Sinead Motherway
Leanne Dolly

19 Apr 2015

Grose Valley Lookouts

Paul Barton

Blue Mountains NP

A window of fine weather made the day an enjoyable one. All the prospectives
walked well, some of whom left the regular members in their wake. Looks like a
bright future in our club for all of them. Congratulations to Scott Lee who completed
his final Q walk. The views from Du Faur Head were special and the cool weather
made the ascent of the passes manageable. Thanks to the party for their great
company.
On a less positive note, one walker failed to turn up without any explanation. I
read other walks reports and see this happening to quite a few leaders. I suggest
that leaders do what I am about to do here, name them. We waited 20 minutes
just in case Prospective Member Paul Roche was running late, which can happen
for any multitude of reasons. If Paul has no good reason for not turning up then
let this serve as a warning to other leaders should he apply to come on any
of your walks. Should I hear from him I'll rescind these comments in the next
monthly magazine. My walk was on Sunday and as I write this report on Tuesday
I've had no contact from Paul regarding his failure to turn up on the walk. I have
also double checked all of our correspondence. I understand that last minute stuff
crops up. I am never offended when anyone pulls out of a walk for any reason,
provided they tell me before the walk. All I want is a quick call, text or email letting
me know that they won't be on the walk.
23 Apr 2015 Blackheath to Baltzer LO & Hanging Rock

P Members
Kelly O'Reilly
Peter Beveridge
Mike Barton
Joan Chan
Scott Lee

Robyn Christie

B M NP

After the wild weather at the start of the week I wondered how many would come
on the walk. Being all up the top of the valley meant not so much mud and the
day was glorious with not a drop of rain and a beautiful 18°C. Morning tea at
first look-out point, then made our way down to Hanging Rock with stops on the
way to look at view and the many waterfalls that had appeared from all the rain.
Angelika and Graham are the only two that risk the gap and go out onto Hanging
Rock. Leave our packs at Hanging Rock and explore the escarpment further round
to west before returning to Hanging Rock for lunch. Fast paced walk back in time
to get a coffee and catch the 3pm train back to Central - this also included time to
take photos of the hundreds of amazing mushrooms that decorated the footpath
along the main highway.
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Glenn Draper
Janina Szyndler
Angela Beveridge
Chris Dowling
Angela Barton
Sally Reynolds
Patricia Huang

Angelika Langley
Graham Burne
Jan Spencer
Sally Reynolds
Virginia Riley
Visitor
Evelyn Dowling
(Bush Club)
Bill Hardy (Bush
Club)
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24 Apr 2015

Springwood Ridge

Blue Mountains NP

The week was wet to say the least, including a severe hail storm the evening
before, but luck was on our side as the weather cleared the morning of our walk,
it was obvious I had a brave and committed group joining me, I only hoped this
part exploratory walk would deliver.

Brendon Anderson
Einion Thomas
Tracey Avolio
Jeff Boyd
Melinda Turner
Joanne Armstrong

So following a short car shuffle we started the day with a walk along Faulconbridge
Ridge, all very mundane but necessary to reach Kariwoga Ridge. I'm told Kariwoga P Members
Ridge itself is worth doing but we only planed to use it for a short distance before
Alexa Bullen
descending a little over 200m to Faulconbridge Creek, the descent include the odd
broken cliff line and lawyer vine, and as we approached Faulconbridge Creek there
was the question of water level given the previous weeks rain.
The plan was to follow the creek for approximately 500m to the Springwood Creek
junction but after morning tea and a short distance negotiating the creek it was
apparent the water level was to high to rock hop and the bank to scrubby to
follows. So we left the bank and contoured about 20m above it. Approaching the
junction we used the very end of Chapman Ridge to drop back into the creek at
the junction.
Ahead of us following a slippery rock hop across Springwood Creek was an
uncertain ridge to spot height 393 this was found to be one of the highlights of
the trip free from scrub it stepped its way up revealing great view and a excellent
point of entry or exit to the lower end of Springwood Creek.
Arriving at spot height 393 we had lunch.
Following lunch we used Springwood Ridge as we made our way to the Blue Gum
Swamp. Our entry and exit into the valley was via two separate untracked ridges.
If they didn't reveal anything of interest the Blue Gum Swamp itself contains many
impressive Blue gums (Eucalyptus Deanei) worthy of a visit.
Our time in the Blue Gum Swamp was short and the exit straight forward. We were
soon crossing Springwood Ridge again and descending back in to Springwood
Creek, this stretch of creek held a few historical treasures from a time when
Springwood was booming, harvesting timber from the fringes was a major industry
and some rock engravings high on the ridges above the creek I suspect are linked
with this activity. They are no more than a bunch of names and a date''1879'' but
still this random discovery months ago lead to many more, and the Catalyst of
this walk. Descending into to the creek revealed saw cut stumps containing the
notches that would have supported a loggers springboard. As we head up stream
we caught glimpses of an old logging track and the odd giant gum that had been
spared.
The creek itself was pretty for the most part, it consisted of sandy creek bed with
clear banks the plan was to remain on the creek for the moment as I knew of two
waterfalls further up that would surely excite a few weary walkers. The waterfalls
were ticked off and a worthwhile edition given the volume of water in the creek
that day.
So we left the creek for Chapman Ridge and soon after the cars completing the
walk at 1700.
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25 Apr 2015

Anzac Day 2015 - Wander Around

Lisa Sheldon

Blue Mountains NP

Hey, Lets do a day walk after the Dawn and 11am service on Splendour Rock for Frances Bottrell
Glenn Draper
Anzac day.
Reply: Ok, anything adventurous?

Visitor

Originator: No, just a wander to see something we haven't seen before.

Richard
Samantha

To random people on the Rock: Wanna come?
2 v nice people reply: Sure!
Attempted Route: Wombat Parade and Playground of the Dingos all the way to Mt
Mouin.
Actual Route: to a v nice LO (thanks Frances and Alan/Huw from previous trips) on
Mount Warrigal. Some threatening rain led to an early return to camp.
Return Trip: Circumnavigated Mt Warrigal, then found numerous non-standard
routes to return via Wombat Parade. The GPX file will never be circulated as it
could be embarassing. Semi-reliable water source on top of Mt Merrimerrigal was
located.
Evening camp at Splendour Rock was particularly splendorous with lightening
storms on 3 sides during dinner, and post-dinner hail storm up to 10mm in
diameter carpeting the ground like snow.
24 - 25 Apr 2015

Splendor Rock

Blue Mountains NP

Angela Barton

Two of us set off on the official walk on Friday morning and walked to Mobbs Soak Lynn Dabbs
for lunch. SBW members began to appear from everywhere. Glenn Draper was
the first to find us and as we ate lunch Lisa Sheldon arrived from Mt Dingo and sat
and chatted. We headed to Mt Dingo and set up camp as close to Splendour Rock
as possible. We then met up with Frances Bottrell. A great night was had by all.
The ceremony at sunrise was very moving and many people sat and enjoyed the
beautiful sunrise. Alex Allchin joined the group during breakfast. Lynn and I made
it back to the car for lunch and watched the hail storm break over Blackheath. The
hail made it impossible for 2 wheel drive cars to drive out of the Megalong Valley
and we were glad to be in a 4X4 and away from the traffic jam. A fantastic walk.

The latest edition of the
Bushwalking NSW magazine is available for
downloaded at:
http://www.bushwalkingnsw.org.au/bushwalkerarchives/
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25 - 27 May 2015 Cronje Mt & Krungle Bungles

Kanangra-Boyd NP

Caro Ryan

One of those walks that will go down in our memories as being right up there with John Flint
Sue Bucknell
laughs, adventures, discoveries, great campsites and all round good times.
Mandy Creighton
All exploratory for everyone and a good sense of humour and participation from Bill Raffle
everyone had us all sold to the adventure after only just beginning. After realising John Currie
that we'd make campsite for lunchtime, we continued up the steep ridge to Mt
O'Reilly not only to escape the leeches, but to get a headstart on the following day.
That night, saw the epic thunder and hailstorm dance around us and only dump
a small amount of hail and rain that saw us run for our tents for about 20mins, to
emerge and see our campfire still alight and for the first reading for the weekend
from Bernard O'Reilly's book, "Cullenbenbong" and the chapter about Cronje, the
magnificent mountain brumby who gave the area it's name.
The next day, with El Presidente all fired up about finding VH-PKX, we set off only
half suspecting that we'd actually be able to find it. Thankfully, it was exactly
where he had been told it was... (even though we didn't have a GR) and he was
the first to spot it... well done Prez!
The kms and hrs stretched out, so that we were happy to pull up stumps earlier
than planned at the Coxs River, on a beautiful sandy beach campsite, where we
listened to the heightened Coxs swish past us, as the second reading, Bernard
O'Reilly's chapter on Coxs River was told around the fire... with eerie mention of
the mysterious and supernatural Gubba Gubba.
The next day our adventures continued with us trying to ascend Black Glen Spur
(Dunphy Map) from the junction of Jenolan and the Coxs, up to an old firetrail that
runs off Cronje Mt.
All respect to John C, Sue B and John F who led the rock scrambling route finding
way (Ahhh, I love it when I can lead from the rear!) to bring us to the top with
cracking views back across to Goolara Peak and down the rushing Coxs River.
All up, a cracker long weekend and an area that needs further investigation!
Here's a video of our climb up Black Glen Spur! https://youtu.be/Z4Wh0TJyT-A
25 - 28 Apr 2015

Kanangra

Kanangra-Boyd NP

David Carmichael

A very enjoyable walk visiting the best scenery the Kanangra area has to offer. Alan Osland
Great views were offered on all days and the Turpentine forests of the eastern Ed Squires
Gangerang range were superb. Nice high camp on Mt Stormbreaker on the last
Visitor
night provided a good view of a majestic sunset over the distance ranges.
James Blair
26 Apr 2015

Cowan to Brooklyn

Ku-ring-gai Chase NP

We had drizzle all morning through to mid afternoon on this walk, when the sun
finally came out pleasantly. We had a dry lunch spot in a large cave by the track
just before Vize Spur. Despite the drizzle there were good views of Jerusalem
Bay early in the walk and spectaular views of Hawkesbury River from high on the
ridgetops in the afternoon.
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Nigel Weaver
Helen Lalas
Tim Yewdall
Barbara Gray
Melinda Long
Misako Sugiyama
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26 Apr 2015

A Grose Valley Walk

Peter Cai

Blue Mountains NP

We had a party of eight walkers after two withdrew due to personal reasons. We
started the walk at Lockley Pylon car park at 9:00am, arrived at Du Faur Head
at 10:00am for a 5 minute morning tea, descended to the Grose River in 50
minutes. We saw the water in the Grose River was too high, but luckily we found
the big tree over the river was dry and so all of us walked on the tree to the Blue
Gum Forest. Surprisingly we saw flooding in the Blue Gum Forest. We had second
morning tea of about 10 minutes beside Blue Gum before claiming the hill toward
Perrys Lookdown. We saw at least 2 big trees fallen down and blocking the track,
but we managed to go through the trees. Amazingly we met two members of SBW
who were just descending for TNF100 training from Perrys Lookdown to Lockley
Pylon via Grose River. We had a short chat. At 12:30pm all of us arrived at the
campground of Perrys Lookdown. We had a lunch break for only 15 minutes while
we saw a thunderstorm would come soon. We decided to go back to the Blue Gum
Forest as soon as possible in order to cross Grose River by walking on the “dry”
tree again (rather than in a river of high water). We finally made it. We relaxed for
about 10 minutes after crossing the river, and then climbed to Du Faur Head. All
of us arrived at Da Faur Head in under 1 hour. We had afternoon tea for about 10
minutes before heading to Lockley Pylon. We met our two members of SBW again
and had a chat and good wishes for their TNF100 race in 3 weeks. After arriving
at the intersection of the Lockley Pylon track, two experienced members decided
to go straight to the car park while 6 of us stopped at Lockley Pylon for about 30
minutes looking around and taking photos of the beautiful landscape surroundin
us. All of us arrived at the car park at about 5:00pm with smiling faces.

Chris Dowling
John Kennett
Bruno De Villenoisy
Cathy Hui
Alice Yang
P Members
Paul Ma
Geoff Goodyer

Two prospective members completed the walk well. Thanks all of your for company.

26 Apr 2015

Kedumba Valley Passes

Blue Mountains NP

Paul Barton

A strong party with fit prospectives made for an enjoyable day out. Everyone Neil Soutar
handled the chains on the Goat Track well. Thanks everyone for a great day out. Angela Beveridge
Peter Beveridge
Owen Kimberley
Michele Powell
Virginia Waller
Daryl Sullings
Angela Barton
Neil Hickson
Lucy Keatinge
P Members
Mike Barton
Kelly O'Reilly
Pernille Jellestad
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28 Apr 2015

Kulnurra Corroborees

McPherson State Forest

John Kennett

Beautiful day, ideal for walking. Visited the fabulous Swinton's Cave then ventured
south in search of the Site of the Corroborees, armed only with a general idea
of where it was. Jan found this archeologically highly significant site after some
interesting off track walking. Followed a lovely ridge line back to the fire trail and
back to the cars.

Jan Spencer
Graham Byrne

30 Apr 2015

Genevieve Savill

Sugarloaf Bay

Castlecrag (Sugarloaf Bay)

The threat of rain was high tonight but it did not stop 5 of us from exploring the
Harold Reid and North Arms Tracks by torchlight. We ended up being lucky with
the weather with the first drops of rain only appearing on the final stretch back to
the cars.
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Visitor
Laurie Olsen (Bush
Club)
Warren Southey
(Bush Club)
Trevor McAlister
(Bush Club)

Jim Close
Melinda Long
Susan Healey
Tracy Edwards
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